Buddhism in Asia Pt. II
Selections from the Lotus Sutra with Commentaries;
A Rare Movable Type Edition
1.

CHIH YUN. J.: Myokyo mongu shishi shohon yogi; [Ch.: Miao jing wen ju si zhi zhu pin yao yi; Selections from
the Lotus Sutra with My Commentaries & Summaries of Miscellaneous Works]. Ten columns per page, 18 characters
per column. 49; 55 folding leaves. Two vols. 8vo (280 x 198 mm.), orig. brown wrappers (upper cover of Vol. I
somewhat soiled, wrappers of Vol. II a little wormed), new stitching. [Japan, perhaps on Mount Hiei: ca. 1600-40].

$10,000.00
An extremely rare movable type edition; not in Kawase or Sorimachi. WorldCat locates only a
copy, at Kyoto University. Our copy comes from the famous collection of Toshie Obama with his seal
at the foot of the first leaf of Vol. I.
Chih yun was a disciple of Tiantai Zhiyi (538-97), one of the most influential monks in Chinese
Buddhist history and the founder of the Tiantai zong. Zhiyi had studied the Lotus Sutra and in 587
wrote an authoritative commentary on it entitled Fahua Wenju, considered to be one of Zhiyi’s three
greatest commentaries. The commentary was put into writing by a disciple named Guanding (561632), in 10 or 20 rolls. Chih yun, about whom little is known, based his own commentaries on Zhiyi’s
writings. We know that Chin yun was a resident of Shigu Temple in Dalian.
From the final page of Vol. II we learn that in 913 the Japanese Buddhist priest Kakuman, living in
the Enryakuji monastery in the Senkoin building, carefully copied the text from a Chinese manuscript.
This book could well be an “Eizan-ban,” printed at the Enryakuji monastery complex on Mount
Hiei, which specialized in Chinese works as well as Tendai scriptures.
A rather nice copy, preserved in a chitsu. Some worming, both marginal and textual, but never obscuring the characters.
§ Buswell & Lopez, The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, pp. 290 & 911-12.

“Gotoba Thought Him Equal to Any Poet Alive”
2.

JIEN. Manuscript on finest torinoko paper of the author’s “Shugyokushu” [“The Collection of Gathered Jewels”],
written throughout in one fine hand. 1 blank leaf, [44] text leaves, 3 blank leaves; 1 blank leaf, [46] text leaves, 2 blank
leaves; 1 blank leaf, [43] leaves, [1] p. of text, [3] blank pp.; 1 blank leaf, [69] leaves, [1] p. of text, [3] blank pp.; 1 blank
leaf, [77] text leaves, 2 blank leaves; 1 blank leaf, [52] text leaves, one blank leaf; 1 blank leaf, [52] text leaves, 3 blank
leaves. Seven vols. 4to (233 x 168 mm.), orig. semi-stiff dark indigo-dyed wrappers (a few minor defects), bound Tetsuyoso-style, each cover beautifully painted with different scenes of watery landscapes adorned with flowers, grasses, bushes,
& trees, using kindei (“golden mud”), & golden speckles, clouds, & sprays of mist, finely textured gold endpapers in each
vol., gold paper labels on upper cover of each vol. with manuscript titles. [Japan]: final page of final volume: “1594.”

$19,500.00
A very beautifully executed manuscript of the poems of Jien (1155-1225); our seven volumes are
written throughout in one skilled hand on the finest torinoko (a smooth, faintly yellow-brown paper),
made from highest quality gampi, closely textured, heavy, and strong. The wrappers are dyed in dark
indigo, and the front and back of each is painted in gold with the most beautiful landscapes. This is a
manuscript of considerable artistry.
Jien (1155-1225), was an “early Kamakura waka poet, ecclesiastical figure, historian. A son of a
noble family of very high rank, he was studious and earnest from his youth. By thirty-seven, partly by
reason of his family connections, partly for his attainments, he was head priest of Tendai Buddhism and
later became archbishop (daisojo). His literary interests led him to join the innovating poets surrounding the venerable Fujiwara Shunzei…He composed a substantial number of poems. His personal collection, the Shugyokushu (The Collection of Gathered Jewels, 1236 and later versions) is an ample collection, and after Saigyo he has the most poems in the Shinkokinshu (92)…
“Gotoba thought him equal to any poet alive. That judgement has not stood the text of time. But
he was a fine, representative poet, and at times he rises high…His name lives on for his religious service,
and for some few excellent poems.”–Miner et al., The Princeton Companion to Classical Japanese Literature, p. 171.
These manuscript volumes are housed in a superb lacquer box adorned with maki-e motifs on top
and sides and using a background of nashiji, with the title “Shugyokushu.” The metalwork on each side
holding the cord in place has a three-leaf device.
In very fine condition. Vol. 5 has some minor worming, and several leaves are somewhat wrinkled.
One leaf has a 60 mm. clean tear touching text in Vol. 6 and one leaf has a marginal tear in Vol. 5.

“Horei Bunko”
3. SUTRA OF PERFECTION OF WISDOM: KASUGA-BAN. Orihon (accordion) printed book of Vol.
498 of the Sutra of Perfection of Wisdom or Mahaprajnaparamita sutra, entitled in Japanese Daihannya haramitta
kyo. Five columns per page, 17 characters per column. 93 pages. Tall narrow 8vo (255 x 92 mm.), orig. binding
of semi-stiff pale brown wrappers (text leaves rather wormed & repaired), wrappers heightened with black speckles (the decoration on large portions of the upper cover has faded away). [Nara]: printed on final leaf “1410.”

$12,500.00
A rare early printed sutra, from the famous collection of Frank Hawley, printed at Nara in
1410. It has been printed on high-quality thick paper (gampi, or mulberry fibers), and printed in bold,
thick strokes, using black sumi ink, typical of Kamakura and Muromachi kasuga-ban printings (kasuga-ban is a general term for publications of the Nara monasteries).
The translator of this text into Chinese was Xuanzang (596?-664), the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,
monk, and scholar. He travelled to India in 629, where he studied Sanskrit, and returned to China in
645 with a quantity of scriptures in his luggage.
PROVENANCE: With the seal of Sekisuiken Bunko, formed by Mitsuo Isii (1881-1966), judge,
banker, and collector and scholar of Zen materials. With the later seal (“Horei Bunko” or “Hawley
Collection”) of Frank Hawley (1906-61), British journalist and book collector, who is most famous for
his remarkable collection of Ryukyu-related materials (now at the University of Hawaii).
A very good copy and rare. The wrappers and text are rather wormed and repaired.
§ K.B. Gardner, “Centres of Printing in Medieval Japan: late Heian to early Edo period” in British Library Occasional Papers 11. Japanese Studies (ed. by Yu-Ying Brown), London: 1990, p. 159–”The
term Kasuga-ban became used more loosely, in a wider sense, to denote publications of the Nara monasteries in general, not only of the Kofukuji. The printing of Kasuga-ban in this broader sense flourished throughout the Kamakura period and up to the end of Muromachi ca. 1570.” Mizuno, Buddhist
Sutras. Origin, Development, Transmission, pp. 178-79.

4. WOODBLOCKS. Two long woodblocks (890 x 230 x 17 mm.; 880 x 225 x 21 mm.), finely carved on
both sides, used in the printing of Ikkyu shokoku monogatari [Tale of Ikkyu’s Journey], an illustrated story of the
Zen Buddhist monk and poet Ikkyu. He is depicted in all eight full-page images on these blocks. [Kyoto: n.d.].

$3750.00
Two well-preserved large woodblocks carved to print a Edo-period narrative of Ikkyu Sojun
(1394-1481), the rebellious and itinerant Buddhist monk of the Muromachi period. His father Gokomatsu was the hundredth Emperor of Japan, and because Ikkyu was a distant heir to the throne, his
mother, a consort, entrusted him to a Zen monastery at five years old. He became an influential teacher
despite his controversial views on sexuality and critiques of Zen Buddhism’s administration. Ikkyu is a
popular folk hero to this day.
Ikkyu shokoku monogatari describes Ikkyu’s many travels around Japan after the death of his mentor, Kaso Sodon (1352-1428). The present illustrated edition is known in only one example, at Waseda University, whose catalogue entry provides us with the imprint (Kyoto: Kikuya chobei) but not the
date. Carved on both sides, the woodblocks bear the text and images for eight leaves from volumes one
and four (of five). The leaf and volume numbers are indicated by the hashira (pillar), the column found
in between the text block and the illustration on each leaf.
The eight illustrations have been masterfully rendered and show Ikkyu in various locations across
Japan. All of them are in an excellent state of preservation.
Both woodblocks are in near fine condition; some wear to the handles, as usual. Offered with
eight thick paper sheets on which all eight leaves have been printed.

Unrecorded by Kawase
5. ZHANRAN (or JINGXI ZHANRAN). [Jippunimon [or] Jufunimon] Kongensho [Fundamental Writings with Commentary]. 13 columns per page, 18 characters per column. 43; 49; 55 folding leaves. Three vols. 8vo (279 x 195 mm.), orig.
wrappers stained dark brown with fermented persimmon juice to prevent worming (nevertheless wrappers a little wormed,
with careful repairs), cont. manuscript title labels, with “Kongen” written on each cover, new stitching. [Japan]: ca. 1630-40.

$12,500.00
A rare movable type edition, unrecorded by Kawase and WorldCat. Sorimachi, in his wonderful Catalogue 42 (1972) of movable type books, describes a copy (item 419) and gives a date of “midKan’ei” (ca. 1630-40). In his description, Sorimachi states that the full title of this work is Jippunimon
Kongensho or Jufunimon Kongensho. He also suggests that it might well be an “Eizan-ban,” printed
at the Enryakuji monastery complex on Mount Hiei, which specialized in Chinese works as well as Tendai scriptures.
This work contains the text in Vols. II and III of The Essentials of the Ten Gates of Non-Duality
[Ch.: Shibu’er men], by Jingxi Zhanran (711-82), the putative ninth patriarch of the Tiantai zong and
one of the great revitalizers of the Tiantai tradition. Interspersed with Zhanran’s text is later commentary by other Tiantai monk-scholars.
Vol. I contains further commentaries, including those of Siming Zhili (960-1028), a Chinese
monk of the Tiantai tradition. “In 991, [Zhili] became the abbot of Ganfusi, and four years later he began his residence at the monastery Bao’enyuan on Mt. Siming, whence his toponym…Zhili later found
himself at the center of the Shanjia Shanwai or ‘Home-Mountain/Off-Mountain’ debate that racked the
Song-dynasty Tiantai school.”–Buswell & Lopez, The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, p. 825.
Zhili’s commentary, written in 1004, was important. “From the Song forward, orthodox Tiantai
doctrine has been based upon Zhili’s doctrinal elaborations on Tiantai teachings. Zhili was best known
for his interpretation of the thought of Zhanran…who commanded great respect and imperial patronage in the Tang Dynasty…
“Zhili’s doctorial elaboration on Zhanran’s teachings was generated during debates with other Tiantai monk-scholars over Zhanran’s works. The victorious faction, led by Zhili, was retrospectively known
as the Home Mountain (shanjia) Teaching in contrast to their opponents, labeled the Off Mountain
(shanwai) Teaching. In [the present work], Zhili criticized his opponents’ interpolation of Huayan and
Chan thought in Tiantai doctrine…
“Zhili’s interpretation was canonized, other interpretations were left in oblivion. Tiantai orthodoxy
for the following centuries was defined during the Song Dynasty.”–Shin-yi Chao, “Chinese Religion in
the Song and Alien Dynasties,” in Nadeau, ed., The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Chinese Religions,

pp. 106-07.
A very good set, preserved in a chitsu. With some carefully repaired worming throughout, touching characters. In Vol. III, the final 18 leaves have worming that obscures several characters per leaf.

